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INTRODUCTION

It is often said that transportation is civilization, and no invention

has done more to alter the face of civilization than the motor-car.
t

Although railways had reached an advanced state of development by

the end of the 19th century, the road traveller was restricted to the

speed of the horse, just as his ancestors had been 100 years earlier, or,

for that matter, 1000 years earlier. This meant that the great majority

of people never travelled more than 20 miles or so from their

homes, and villages that were not served by a railway were cut off

to a degree quite unimaginable today. At first motor-cars did not

alter the situation very' much, for they were only available to rich

people who had previously had their own carriages and horses.

In a very short time— less than 30 years—more people owned cars

than had ever owned horses, and so the whole pattern of holiday-

making and visiting distant relations was changed.

The How and. Why Wonder Book of Motor-cars describes the

development of the car from earliest days to the present with an

account of the growth of moLor sport, and also describes clearly and

simply how a car works.

Today there are more cars on the world’s roads than ever before,

but with escalating oil prices the car is more threatened than ever

before. However, short of a total ban on private motoring, it is

unlikely that people will give up their cars, for the gift of going

wherever one wishes, door-to-door, without the restrictions of

timetables and railway networks, is one that has become a near

necessity to 20th century man.
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CUGNOT'S TRACTOR

Cugnot i second steam carriage, dating from

I77L This Kliioric vehicle can be seen today at the

Conservatoire des Am ct Metis re In Paris.

The boiler and! engine turned with the front whflftL which imJSt hive made for very heavy and diffkult steering. Although he

designed no more steam tractors. Cugnot was given a small pension by Napoleon In l$00
P In recognition of his pioneer work-

The Development of the Motor-car

The first cars made for sale appeared

less than a hundred years ago (in 1888,

to be exact), but many experimental

vehicles had been built before then. It

is believed that a Jesuit missionary in

China called Father Verblest made a

model steam-car in 1655, but for the

first full -sized, self-propelled vehicle

that could carry a man we have to

move on more than a hundred years,

to the France of King Louis XV. In

1769 Nicolas-Joseph Cugnot, an

engineer in the French Army, built a

large steam-powered tractor, intended

for pulling heavy guns. It had three

wheels, a two-cylinder engine, and an
enormous boiler which stuck out ahead

of the front wheel. The whole vehicle

was on a grand scale; it weighed five

tons and the chassis frame was as high

as the roof of a modem saloon car.

4

Cugnot made two of these machines, in

1769 and 1771, but they had two

serious drawbacks which prevented

them from being useful machines for

the army. Their top speed was about

4 miles per hour, slower than a

horse-team, and they had to stop every

15 minutes to build up a fresh head of

steam. They were also very expensive.

If he bad received more encouragement

Cugnot might have made a really

practical machine within a few years,

but the Minister of War who was
supporting him fell from power. Cug-
not could find no one else to

finance his experiments, and he soon

left the army and moved to Belgium.

Although he lived for a further 33

years, he had nothing more to do with

motor-vehicles.

Although railways were developed



successfully from about 1800 onwards,

many years were to pass before any
more motor-cars were made. Some
steam-powered 'buses ran in London
between 1829 and 1838, but nothing

small enough to be called a car ap-

peared until 1858* Then two inventors,

the American, Richard Dudgeon, and
the Englishman, Thomas Rickett, built

small steam-cars. Dudgeon’s, made in

New York City, looked like a small

locomotive with a bench seat on each

side of the boiler. The engine consisted

of two single cylinders, each driving

one rear wheel. These wheels were made
of solid wood, red cedar, and had iron

lyres. When Dudgeon first tried out his

car on Upper Broadway its noise and

smoke scared the horses so much that

police ordered the inventor back home

as quickly as possible. This was a

problem that all early car inventors had
to face. Dudgeon was luckier than most
in having a country home at Locust Bay,

Long Island. He continued his experi-

ments there, and although presumably

country horses were no more pleased

by his machine than the New York
ones had been, at least there were

fewer of them. Steering was not an

easy job. No one but Dudgeon seemed

to be able to master it, and even he

once ran into a barber's shop at Oyster

Bay, Later, Dudgeon received a special

police permit to run his car on the

streets of Bridgeport, Connecticut,

When Dudgeon first tried out his car, the and jmoke

frightened the horses so much that he was ordered off the

roads by the pohce r



Thomas Rickett was an lronfounder

from Buckingham who built several

light steam-cars between 1858 and
1861 . Unlike Dudgeon’s, they had only

three wheels, and a single front wheel

was much easier to steer. Rickett

demonstrated one of his ears to Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert, and later

sold several to members of the British

aristocracy such as the Marquess of

Stafford and the Earl of Caithness. The
latter made a famous journey of 146

miles from Inverness to Barrogill

Castle which included climbing a steep

hill known as the Ord of Caithness.

The journey was accomplished in two
days with no mechanical trouble or

breakdowns of any kind—a remarkable
feat when one remembers that most
of the early inventors were lucky to

travel 20 miles without trouble.

Jn 1861 the British Parliament passed

the first of the
What was the t _ +

Red Flag AtM? Locomotives on
Highways Acts,

followed by another in 1865. Familiarly

Jn a«*rdancc witb the Red Flag Aci of IB65, 3 man had to

walk in front of a car to warn the unsuspecting pubSie of the

ve hi tie's approach.

6

STEAM COACH 1824

Twe? examples of Early stea m-ca r.s.

known as the Red Flag Act, the latter

restricted the speed of self-propelled

vehicles to 4 miles per hour in the

country and 2 in towns. Further-

more it insisted that a man carrying a
red Hag should walk at least 60 yards

ahead of the vehicle, to warn the un-

suspecting public, particularly those in

charge of horses. As the whole idea of

motor-cars was to convey people at a

speed faster than a man can walk,

these Acts, if obeyed, made the de-

velopment of cars pointless. Although
inventors continued their experiments

at night, when they were less likely to

be seen by the police, and at least one
ingenious fellow found that if he
dressed Iris passengers in firemen’s uni-

forms and carried a hose he would be
free from prosecution, they were gradu-

ally disheartened by the strict taws, and
after 1870 few cars were made by
British inventors.



What was the
importance of
Karl Benz?

On the continent of Europe laws were

not so strict, and
several experi-

mental cars were

made in France

and Germany in the 1870s and 1880s,

Among the German inventors was

Karl Benz, who was a manufacturer of

stationary engines running on coal gas.

In 1885 he built a little three-wheeled

car powered by a single-cylinder hori-

zontal engine running not on gas but

on petrol It had a light, tubular frame

and wire-spoked wheels like those of

a bicycle. People today often forget the

problems that men like Benz had to

face. When he began work on his

machine he had never seen a car, nor

even a picture of one. He had to decide

whether it should have three wheels or

four, whether it should drive by front

or rear wheels, and whether the engine

should be at the front or back. His

choice fell on three wheels, because

such a car was easier to steer, and he

mounted the engine directly over the

rear wheels so that there was no need

for long driving-belts or chains. Late in

1885 Benz made his first trials of the

car, at first driving just around the

small courtyard of his factory, then out

into the street. On the first of these

excursions the car travelled less than

a mile before it broke down and had

to be towed by a horse back to the

workshop, but gradually Benz was able

to make longer journeys without

trouble, and soon to travel from one

town to another. He was very pleased

with his car, but his partners in the

gas-engine business thought he was
wasting his time, and begged him
to concentrate on a product from

which they could all make money.

However, Benz persevered, and in 1888

he felt that his cars were sufficiently

good to be offered for sale. One factor

that must have encouraged sales was a

journey of 70 miles made by Benz’ wife

Karl Beni's three-wheeler of IBS5. This car was powered by

a single-cylin-cfer horizontal enjjinE running on petrol.

BENZTHREE WHEELER 1885



FOUR WHEEL BENZ

The four-wfiEei Benz which luperjtded the chree -wheeler

after I6«.

Bertha and their two sons, 1 5-year-old

Richard and 13-year-old Eugen. People

felt that if one of these new-fangled

cars could be driven by a woman and
two boys, it should not hold any
terrors for a man. The first cars that

Benz sold were three-wheelers similar

to his first prototype, although with

more powerful engines that gave them
a maximum speed of 15 miles per hour
(mph). Once he had mastered the

problems of steering a four-wheeler,

which was in 1893, he abandoned
three-wheelers for good, By the end of
1893 he had sold 69 cars, which may
not seem much for six years, but it was
more than any other car maker in the

world had achieved. In 1894 he sold

67, in 1895, 136, and in 1896 a total of
181 cars left his factory at Mannheim,
which was now no longer concerned
with gas-engines as Benz had parted

company from his former partners.

Benz cars were made under licence in

France, Britain and the United States,

and for many people the name Benz
was synonymous with the motor-car,

just as Ford was to be 20 years later.

This is the great importance of Karl
Benz, that he not only made the first

successful petrol-engined car, but he
also sold more cars than anyone else

for the first 10 years of the motor era.

The adventures of Karl Benz were

repeated many
How did the motor . . • .

industry develop ? Limes during the

1890s as inven-

tors and engineers in various countries

heard about the motor-car and were

tempted to try their hand at making
one. The bicycle industry was expand-

ing at a tremendous rate during this

period, and many bicycle firms began
to make cars, at first experimentally

and then for sale to the public. Among
the better-known examples were Hum-
ber, Rover and Swift in England,

Clement in France, and Pope in

America. Bicycle features which were
carried over in the design of early cars

included frames of tubular steel and
wire-spoked wheels. Other industries

which gave birth to motor-cars in-

cluded sewing machines (the White
company of Cleveland, Ohio, USA),
typewriters (Adler of Frankfurt, Ger-
many, who still make typewriters al-

though they have not built a car for

over 30 years), and sheep-shearing ma-
chinery (Wolseley of Birmingham,
England). The two pioneer companies,

Benz and Daimler, had a tremendous
influence on the spread of car manu-
facture; as we have seen, Benz cars

were made under licence in several

countries, while the importance of

Daimler lay in the use of his engines

by the two pioneer French manu-
facturers, Panhard and Peugeot. Pan-

hard took an important step forward

in 1891 when he moved the engine to

8



the front of the car, under a bonnet,
driving the rear wheels via a gear-box
and chains. Apart from the chains
which were soon replaced by a propel-

ler shaft, this layout became the
standard one until quite recently when
a number of rear-engined designs
appeared.

The French manufacturer. Pan hard, wok a jreat step forward in 1371 when he built a car with the engine « the front under
i ooimet* drmnj the rw wheels via a gear-box. and chains.

PANHARD'S CAR OF 1391 SHOWING ENGINE
and gear box in solid slack, but chain driven.

- RENAULT OF 1899 SHOWING LIVE REAR
AXLE INSTEAD OF CHAINS OR BELTS etc.

The first car factories were very
small by modern standards, and each
car was made by hand. Demand was
not very great, not only because prices

were high but because it took some
time for people to get used to the idea
that a motor-car might be a useful
thing to buy. The first man to build
cars, in what came later to be called

mass-production, was an American,
Ransom Eli Olds. In 1901 he launched
a light two-seater with the engine under
the seat and a curved dashboard ahead
of the driver's feet, which gave the car
its name, the Curved Dash Olds. More
than 400 were made in the first year
of production, and this figure rose to

Curved Dath Oldsmabite runabout, 1902. k had a top speed
of 20 mph, and cost the equivalent of 1 130

CURVED DASH OLDSMOBILE

9



FORD T-

A ModeF T Ford Tourer at 1917, This became cht best idl-

ing oar In di Hi world soon after It w^i introduced.

2,500 m 1902, 4,000 in 1903 and 5,508

in 1904. This was more than twice as

many cars as those from the next most
popular manufacturer, and made a
fortune for Olds, whose Oldsmobile
cars are still made today. In 1906 Olds
was overtaken by Henry Ford in the

production race, and two years later

Ford introduced the Model T which
soon became by far the best-selling car

in the world. Total production during
the Model T’s first year was 17,771, but
within four years Ford factories were
turning out more than ten times this

figure. This was made possible by the

conveyor-belt system, whereby the cars

moved slowly along on a belt, and
parts for assembly were brought to each
worker on a fixed, timed schedule. As
he sold more and more cars, Ford was
able to reduce the price of each, so that

a car which cost $850 in 1908 cost only

$360 in 1916, In 1923 the cheapest

Ford cost only $290, and more than

1,817,000 were sold. For many years

no other car maker rivalled Ford’s
figures, but many tried, and the result

was that by the outbreak of the First

World War in 1914 the passenger car

was a familiar sight in all industrialized

countries, and had spread to all five

continents of the world.

An early factory assembly line at the Ford Motor Company — afeauc 190. This mass-production tedhnrejije enabled Henry Ford to
produce many more cars than before and at lower prices.

STMS
:

S3*



M End Eng a puncture. Once wheek we re made detachable,

mending a puncture became a much easier job.

H

One of the main reasons why cars did

not sell widely in
What problems did the verv earl

v

the early motorist
vu

*
,

JT
have? days was that

they were unre-

liable and it was a rarity for a pioneer

motorist to cover more than 30 miles

without an involuntary stop for one
reason or another. Although engines

and transmissions did give trouble, the

biggest headache was caused by punc-
tures to the tyres. The first cars had
tyres of solid rubber which gave a

bumpy ride even at very low speeds.

As cars became capable of higher

speeds the shaking caused by solid

tyres would have become unbearable.

Fortunately the pneumatic tyre (filled

with air) had just been invented for

use on bicycles, and it was soon adapt*

ed to the motor-car. At first many car-

designers thought that it would never

be a success. In the 1895 Paris-to-Bor-

deaux race only one car had pneu-
matic tyres, and it had so many stops

to change tyres that it was disqualified

from the race. However, the more
comfortable ride offered by the pneu-
matic gradually persuaded motorists

Art American car being drivsn Over a tor-duray road in the

1930s. In the days before tarmac road surfaces laying logs

across the road In this way ww one method of trying to cope
with the mud,

in its favour, and by 1900 hardly any
private cars were made with solids.

Wheels were not detachable in those

days, and a puncture meant that the

tyre had to be removed from the wheel.

An alternative to this was the Stepney
wheel, which was a spare wheel and
tyre which could be mounted next to

the punctured tyre and wheel, so that

the car could be driven to the nearest

garage.

As if unreliable engines and punc-
tures were not enough, the early motor-
ist had to cope with roads which were
deep in dust in summer and rivers of

mud in winter. In fact, many modern
cars with their low ground clearances

would have not been able to travel at

all on a typical country road of 1900,

Although town roads had been paved
for some time, main roads in the coun-
try did not receive tarmac surfaces

until shortly before 1914, and minor
country roads not for another 20 or 30
years after that. Roads in America were
on the whole worse than in Europe, and
one method of coping with mud was
the corduroy road, on which logs were
laid across as closely as possible. One

J1



MERCEDES 1904

can imagine what sort of jolting that

gave to the passengers, pneumatic

tyres or not!

The policeman was a hated figure to

motorists, especially in countries like

England where speed limits were ridi-

culously low, and strictly enforced. Up
to 1 896 the Red Flag Act kept speeds

down to 4mph, although the man with

the flag was no longer insisted on after

1878. Then a new Act raised the limit

to 12mph, which was further raised to

20mph in 1903. Many cars were cap-

able of more than this, and the temp-

tation to let one’s ear out to its maxi-

mum landed countless motorists in the

police courts, where fines of up to £20

were usually imposed. In theory, the

20mph limit lasted until 1930, which

was quite ridiculous, as by this date

even the smallest cars could do nearly

50mph.

A sports car is a road-going car of

higher perform-
HwdMthcapara lhan sver.
ear ftmerge r

,

age, intended
more for enjoyable motoring than for

carrying capacity.

In the early days of motoring the

only way to increase the power of an

engine w'as to make it larger, either by

increasing the size of the cylinders or by

adding more cylinders, making a two-

cylinder engine into a four, and then a

four into a six. This resulted in some
enormous engines, particularly in rac-

ing cars which by 1906 were as large as

15 litres’ capacity. At this time there

were no sports cars as such, and anyone

who wanted a really fast car for Toad

use would buy a racing car a year or

two old and fit it with a two- or four-

seater body and road equipment such

Some examples of early blg-engrned cars and spores cars,

12



HrSPANO-SUlZA 1912

ITTY-CHfTTY-SANG-BANG 1921

DELAU NAY-BELLVl LIE 1910

BENTLEY 3 LITRE 1925

MLER DOUBLE-SIX 1930

BUGATTI 1927

Or?



as lamps and mudguards. The result-

ing car was very fast, but could be

difficult to handle and was very heavy

on fuel. In the years 1908 to 1910 two

men. an Englishman and an Austrian,

began to study engine design in order

to obtain greater power from a rela-

tively small engine. Laurence Pomeroy
worked on the 20hp Vauxhall to such

good effect that he raised the output

from 38bhp to 60bhp without increas-

ing the engine size at all, Ferdinand

Porsche was the chief engineer for the

Austrian Daimler company, and he de-

signed a four-cylinder engine with the

then unusual feature of an overhead
camshaft that could operate at speeds

of up to 2,300rpm, Both the Vauxhall
and the Austro-Daimler were entered

in the 1910 Prince Henry Trial, a

2.U00-mile tour of Germany organised
- Henry of Prussia, brother

the Kaiser. The Vauxhalls were un-

placed, but Austro-Daimlers took the

first three places, and the Prince Henry
model was put on the market. 'Hie

.4

Some early exam phi of sports cars in use between 1910 and

1 930 .

significant point about it was that it

was the fastest and most expensive

model of a large range of cars, but it

was by no means the biggest. The path

to power by sheer size was abandoned
in favour of more scientific design,

and other manufacturers began to fol-

low suit. This is not to say that largc-

cngined cars were no longer made, but

they tended to be tourers rather than

sporting cars. The term ‘sports car’

was not used until after the First World
War, but cars such as the Prince Henry
Vauxhall, three- 1 itre Sunbeam and
others meet all the definitions that

have been given to the breed. At first

they were expensive, but by the mid-

1920s quite reasonable small two-

seater sports cars were being made,
and this kind still exists today in cars

like the M.C. Midget



Although the Ford Model T made
motoring com-

cyciecar? paratively cheap
for Americans,

the average car was still an expensive

item in Europe, and those who could
not afford cars bought motor-cyelcs

instead. These suffered from the same
drawbacks as they do today, accom-
modation limited to two people at

most, and discomfort in wet weather.

Around 1910 a new type of car ap-

peared in Britain and France which
used a motor-cycle engine and belt

drive in a very light wooden frame,
with a two-seater open body. Some-
times the scats were side-by-side as in

larger cars, sometimes in tandem as on
a motor-cycle. Because of their com-
ponents they came to be known as

cyclecars. They were mostly the pro-
ducts of small workshops run by young
men who had been motor-cyclists, and
none of the large, well-established firms

turned to the cyciecar. However, the
type grew in popularity up to the out-
break of war in 1914, and over a

hundred firms in Britain alone joined

A Mergan tyclecar in bad weather. A cydtaar could provide*

performance an* (oY*er price ihin moSL cars but the WMthtr
protection off

e

rod *vas often not much better chan that of

A motor-cycle,

the cyciecar craze, with nearly as many
In America and France. The cyciecar
had its critics—engineers felt that using
the belt or chain drive was a backward
step, while the weather protection
offered was sometimes not much better
than that of a motor-cycle—but it did
provide performance at a lower price

than any other four-wheeler, A 1914
G.N., one of the best-known makes,
gave its owner 55mph for less than
£100.

Some cyclecars had only three

wheels; the most famous of these was
the Morgan, which won a number of
races in 1913-14 and was still made in

three-wheeler form as late as 1950.

Some three-wheelers were very small

;

the Cambro, made in London in 1920,
was a single-seater which weighed only
1651bs, about the same as an average
man. Its fuel consumption was claimed
to be lOOmpg, but it could do no more
than 28mph. The heyday of the cycle-

car was from 1 91 2 to 1 922, after which
the 'large car in miniature’, such as

the Austin Seven with four cylinders

and four seats, came onto the market
in large numbers and drove the cycle-

car from the scene. Very few survive

today because of their flimsy con-
struction.

G.N. CYCLE CAR



STANLEY LOCOMOBILE 1900-1901
STANLEY STEAMER 1907

STEAM POWERED RACING CAR

Examples of steam-buggies and a steam- powered racing car that were Excremely popular between and I9Q2. These ^chicles

showed great improvements when compared with the early models of pioneers such as Rkkeu and Dudgeon.

We have seen that before the arrival

of the internal-
Why dfd steam- and combustion CIV
electric-cars not
survive? gme steam-cars

were supreme,

and the type did not die out just be-

cause petrol engines became popular.

In America especially, the steam-buggy

was made in large numbers, and from
1898 to 1902 it outsold petrol -cars.

These light steamers, of which the

Stanley and the Locomobile were the

best known, were very different from
the machines of pioneers like Rickett

and Dudgeon. For a start, they used

paraffin and not coal for fuel, and their

tubular frames and wire wheels were

derived from the bicycle industry.

Steering was by tiller, and most of the

early steam-buggies had only two seats.

Their top speed was about 25mph, no
less than that of a small petrol-car of

the same date, and once they were

running they had several advantages

over their internal-combustion rivals.

They were almost silent except for a

gentle hiss when accelerating, and they

had no gear-boxes owing to the great

flexibility of the steam-engine which is

as efficient when working at low speeds

as at its maximum. This absence of

gear changing was a popular feature

in the days when the gear-box was the

most difficult thing a motorist had to

master. Unfortunately, there was a

great drawback to the steamer—the

lime it took to start up in the morning.

Steam had to be ‘raised’ before the car

could move off, and this could take

anything up to 45 minutes. On one car

there were 26 separate steps listed in

the starting procedure, beginning with

“Head car into the wind”! Although
there was no gear changing, in other

ways the steam-car needed more skilled

handling than the petrol one, A good
head of steam had to be maintained at

all times, otherwise the car might have

to be stopped at the foot of a hill for

a few minutes in order to raise enough

16



>[cam (or the climb. To eliminate these
drawbacks, particularly that of start-

ing, the steamer became more complex
and expensive, so that by 19 EO it was
among the higher-priced cars on the
market. 13y this time the petrol-car was
more reliable, and when in 1914 the
electric starter appeared the appeal of
the steamer was still further reduced.
Only one make struggled on in Ameri-
ca, and none in Liurope, and by the
end of the 1920s no steam-cars were
being made,

Another motive power which has
some of the advantages of steam is

electricity. The first officially recorded
Land Speed Record was obtained by
an electric-car, at a speed of 39,2mph!
This was in 1 898, and by the following
year the record had been raised to

65mph, again by an electric-car. How-
ever, on the whole, electrics were slow,
dignified vehicles, mostly used for town
work, They were usually closed cars
with very short bonnets under which
the batteries were housed, and tall

windscreens and windows which led to
their nickname, 'mobile china closets'.

A Ford experimental eleeEriC'Car, In comparison with peered*
driven tarj, these had the advantage of being ssj«nt h simple
to drive and without the unpleasant jmell of petrol.

They were favoured by Jady drivers
who appreciated their silence, simpli-
city of driving and absence of smell.
Control was by a single pedal which
increased the speed as it was released,
acting like an accelerator in reverse.
When it was fully depressed, the brakes
came on. The great drawback of the
electric was its limited range, usually
not more than 40 miles, before the
batteries needed changing or recharg-
ing. This did noL matter so much if the
cars were restricted to town use, and
could be kept at night in a garage
which had charging facilities, but there
were not many people who could afford
to keep a car solely for town work. As
with the steamer, the electric lasted
longer in America than elsewhere, but
by the mid-1920s there were hardly
any being made. Electricity is still

widely used for milk delivery, and some
experimental passenger cars have been
made recently, but none are for sale
yet.
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It has been said that the first 10 years

of the motor-
What wero the main CElf^S history
developments of the , c « nnc\

J

1920s? ( 1 89^- 1 503) were

devoted to mak-

ing it go, and the next 10 years to

making it go well. This it certainly did

by 1915, but on the whole it was not

possible to combine performance with

luxury or even comfort, and if you

wanted a cheap car it was neither

comfortable nor fast. During the 1920s

the luxury car became faster, the fast

car more luxurious and the cheap car

very much better than before. Also, the

numbers of cars on the road increased

dramatically. At the beginning of 1919

there were only 78,000 cars in Great

Britain, a figure which had risen to

998,489 by 1929, and this increase was

paralleled in most industrial countries

of the world. America had become

motorised before any European nation,

and so had a high production even in

1919, but the figures for annual car

output rose from 1,651,000 in 1919 to

4,455,178 in 1929. This meant that the

motor-car became a familiar and ac-

cepted part of daily life, seen in every

village in the land. Roads were now
built with the motorist in mind; hard

surfaces came to all but the smallest

country lanes, and special by-pass

roads such as the Kingston By-Pass

took traffic away from country towns,

in cities, familiar features such as

white lines in the centre of the road,

traffic lights and roundabouts all made
their appearance in the 1920s.

The cars themselves showed many
improvements, particularly the small

cars. Cyclecars were made at the be-

ginning of the decade, but soon gave

way to proper light ears with all the

features of more expensive machines.

Two cars in particular led this trend,

Britain's Austin Seven and France's

Citroen 5CV. The ‘Baby Austin’, as it

4 MILLION
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was soon cal led, appeared in 1922 and

although it was only 8 Ft. 10 ins. long

it could seat four people and had a

top speed of 45mph and front-wheel

brakes. By 1923 it was selling at the

rate of 200 a week, and the price was

only £165. It was made as a sports car

and as a racing ear, and was very popu-

lar with young women, just as the Mini

was in the 1960s. A slightly larger car

which was also made in large numbers

was the Morris, familiarly known as

the ‘Bull nose’ because of the rounded

radiator which it had until 1926. Wil-

liam Morris, later Lord Nuffield, fol-

lowed Henry Ford’s practice of cutting

prices each year in order to increase

sales, and although it was a risky move
it paid off for Morris, who made more

cars than anyone else in Britain in 1926.

At the other end of the price scale

there were some magnificent cars made
in the 1920s. Every country had its

luxury cars, and for some reason many
of them had double-barrelled names:

Britain’s Rolls-Royce, France’s His-

pano-Suiza, Italy’s Isotta-Fraschini,



Two popular European cars of the l?2Qs

and 1970s.

Germany’s Mercedes-Benz and Am-
erica’s Pierce-Arrow. They were not

necessarily the most advanced designs,

and some, like the Rolls-Royce Silver

Ghost, were distinctly old-fashioned,

but they were made by hand by highly

skilled craftsmen, and most of them
were available only as bare chassis.

Bodies came from specialist coach-
builders, many of whom had been in

business for over 100 years, having
started with horse-drawn carriages. One
of these bodies might take several

months to make, and cost up to £1,000.

When this was added to the chassis

price of over £2,000, a top quality car

might cost £3,500, or more than £20,000
in today’s money. Thus a Rolls-Royce
or its equivalent was relatively more
expensive then than now, although
most people would agree that the

craftsmanship was better. At the be-

ginning of the 1920s most luxury cars

had six-cylinder engines, but the Isotta-

Fraschini was a straight eight and, as

the years passed, more and more
makers turned to the eight cylinders

Two luxury cars of the inter- war period.

for greater smoothness and silence.

The peak was readied at the end of the

decade when 12 cylinders mounted in

V-formation were made by a number
of firms, and two, both American,
built V-16s for a short time.

The sports car became much more
widespread during the 1920s, and was
available in all price ranges from under

£200 to well over £1,000, France made
many small sports cars with pointed

tails and staggered seats, and in Britain

the most popular were the Austin

Seven and the M.G, Midget, which was
developed in 1928 from the Morris

Minor, The classic sports car of the

period was the open four-seater, typi-

fied by the three- litre Bentley and the

Vauxhall 30-98. These cars had top

speeds of over 80mph, and could

cruise comfortably at 60-6 5mph for

long journeys, assu ming the roads were

up to such speeds, which few were,

France was the great country for long,

high-speed journeys, for the roads were

very straight even if the surfaces were
not alt that good.
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Up to the mid- 1920s the closed car was
comparatively

When did closed cars k e : n o
become popular? rare, Dunf,

mostly seen as an

expensive chauffeur-driven limousine or

as a doctor’s coupe. The latter was a

fully-enclosed two-seater, particularly

favoured by medical men who had to

turn out in all weathers. The average

family car, though, was an open four-

or five-seater, with a hood which could

be brought forward and fastened onto

the windscreen. This was a difficult and

clumsy operation, and the ‘one-man

hopd’ was enough of a rarity

advertised as such. Instead of

window's, the family tourer

screens which had to be

position. These were made
rather than glass, and after a few years

of use they became yellowed and

stained and difficult to see through.

The two objections to the fully-en-

closed body were weight, which was of

great importance when engines were

not very powerful, and cost, since

closed bodies were hand built and took

far more materials and labour than a

simple tourer body. Both these prob-

lems were overcome with the intro-

duction of the all-steel saloon body,

which was first used by the American

Dodge company in 1916. Ford fol-

lowed soon after, and the’ steel saloon

which could be mass-produced came
to Europe in 1925 when the French
manufacturer Andre Citroen intro-

duced a four-door saloon on his lOhp

chassis. In England this cost only £100
more than the open tourer, and this

price differential was reduced in later

years. Other manufacturers followed

Citroen' s example, and within a few

years the closed car became the norm,
and the open one quite a rarity. In

Britain 46 per cent of cars registered

in 1927 were closed, but by 1931 this

figure had risen to 92 percent. The open
tourer disappeared from many manu-
facturers’ ranges by the mid-1930s, and
the open cars that remained had much
better equipment, with wind-up glass

windows and, in America, power-

operated hoods by 1939. A result of the

arrival of the closed car was that interior

heaters became more common. Motor-
ing in the 1930s was much more com-
fortable, though not necessarily faster,

than it had been 10 years earlier.

Left; A doetO;r's coupe. Model T Ford, These early

closed cars were used only by the very rich and by doctors

who hid co viilc patients In all weathers, Below: One ot the

earliest steel saloon cars n the \923 Renault GCV r These dosed

tars became the norm when the all-steel saloon body coy Id

be muss- produced.



From about 19(X) to the outbreak of

war in 1939 most
What were the main
developments after
World War I 7

cars had the same
basic layout, with

a front-mounted
engine, usually with its cylinders in

line, driving through a gear-box im-

mediately behind the engine to the rear

wheels. In the 1930s a few designs

broke away from this time-honoured
system in two ways, either by driving

the front wheels or by mounting the

engine at the rear of the chassis. The
former system, which was the more
common, was used in the French
Citroen Traction Avant (Front Drive),

the German Adler and D.K.W., and
the Czechoslovakian Aero and Jawa.
Rear engines were employed by Tatra,
another Czech make, and by Ferdinand
Porsche in his Volkswagen, which was
just going into production when war
broke out. British and American manu-
facturers did not go in for front-wheel-

drive or rear engines at this time, with
exception of the small-production
American Cord. After the war ended in

A selection of European cars. Ait^r che Second World War
manufacturers resumed production with chelr pre-war
designs, but SOon introduced many new models showing
great originality

1945 most manufacturers resumed pro-
duction with their pre-war designs, but
soon new models appeared, Jind these

showed more originality. Renault in-

troduced their
L

4CV’, a four-door
saloon with small rear-mounted four-

cylinder engine, Citroen had the front-

wheel-drive ‘2CV
1

,
and a few years

later Fiat launched the rear-engined
*600’ and *500’. Britain joined the
trend with the rear-engined Hillman
Imp and front-wheel -drive Austin/
Morris Mini, so that by the 1960s one
could no longer say that there was a

‘conventional’ arrangement of drive

systems. In recent years rear-engined
layouts have fallen into disfavour, for

two reasons. The weight of the engine
at the back of the chassis makes the

car likely to swing out during fast

cornering, and there is less room under
the bonnet for luggage than in the

conventional bool. Many popular
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European ears of today use front-

wheel-drive, either with the engine in

the traditional in-line position as in

the Renault 5, 12 and 16, or mounted
transversely, as in the British Ley-

land Minis, Simca 1 100 and Fiat 127.

Among surviving rear-engined cars are

the Hillman Imp and the Czecho-

slovakian Skoda, but these arc old de-

signs, and when replacements come
they are unlikely to have rear engines.

Another important development of

spread the post-war period has been the

of automatic transmissions. Gear

changing has been an inevitable but

annoying aspect of driving since the

earliest days, although it has been

greatly simplified since the arrival of

the synchromesh gear-box in the 1930s.

Various automatic systems have been

tried, but the first to be standardized

on a mass-production car was the Hy-
dramatic drive introduced on the Am-
erican Oldsmobile in 1940. This was a

genuine two-pedal system, with no
clutch at all, and in various forms was
adopted on nearly all American cars

after the war. Today all American cars

have automatic transmissions as op-

tional extras, and on the more expen-

sive models they are standardised. The
same applies to the Rolls-Royce, which

in fact uses a modified form of the

Hydramatic system. During the 1960s

automatic gear-boxes became available

on smaller European cars but they in-

evitably absorb more power than ordi-

nary gear-boxes, so are less suitable to

small-engined cars.

The arrangement end location Df the gear-bo*.

SELECTOR LEVER

LOCATION OF
gear BOX IN

RELATION TO
ENGINE AND
SHAFT TO
REAR WHEEL



ISETTABUBBLECAR
PEUGEOT 204

FIAT 126

An example of the utcra-llght car, the bubbfecjr, which w«
In the same spirit as the earlier cydecan.

Two Very popular saloon an with engines under IJOOcc.

Cars of Today

During the 1950s there was a vogue for

Whu . . . ultra-light carsWhy have mini-cars
. ,

°
disappeared? m the 5£UHe spirit

as the old cycle-
cars. Many of these had three wheels,
and some had Plexiglas canopies in

place of roofs, earning them the name
L

bubbJecar\ Like the cyelecar they
were stepping stones from the motor-
cycle to the car proper, and as pros-
perity grew in western Europe the mar-
ket for such machines dwindled. A
young man buying his first car pre-
ferred a second-hand Mini or Ford
Popular to a new bubblccar, for the
former was more spacious, comfort-
able and reliable. Those were the days
oi plentiful and comparatively cheap
petrol, but even now there does not
seem to be any revival of interest in

the ultra-light car with one or two
cylinders and only two seats. The
smallest cars made in Europe are the
Italian Fiat 126 and Austrian Steyr-
Fiat 126, both ol which have rear-
mounted two-cylinder engines, full

four-seater saloon bodies, and a top
speed of over 60mph, Above these
come a very popular size of car, with
four-cylinder engines of between 800
and 950cc, and speeds of up to SOniph;
among these are the Mini, Renault 5
and Fiat 127. The best-selling cars are
in slightly larger class again, with en-
gines of between II 00 and 1300cc,
lour- or five-seater bodies and a choice
of two or four doors. In this class are
Britain’s Ford Escort, France’s Peu-
geot 204, Germany’s Opel Kadett and
Italy’s Fiat 128.
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Dl&.gfaifi erf ths arran^emenE In tt inid-ongfned CA-r.

We have seen that rear-engined cars

. rj are on the way

engined ear? Out, I hlS layout

was never suit-

able for fast cars anyway, but an al-

ternative which has become widely
used in high-performance vehicles is

the mid-engined layout, in which the

engine is behind the driver but ahead
of the rear axle. As the engine’s weight
is not at the extreme rear of the car it

does not swing it out when cornering,

but it is close to the driving axle, str

avoiding a long transmission shaft from
a front-mounted engine. This arrange-

ment was first seen on Cooper racing

cars in the 1950s, and soon spread to

Examples of luxury sports tar* Df coday,

FERRARI

LOTUS EUROPA

LAMBORGHINI



all racing cars. M id-engined Ferrari
and Maserati sports/racing cars ap-
peared in 1958 and 1961 respectively,

and today ail the fastest road-going
sports cars are mid-engined. These in-

clude very expensive machinery such
as the Ferrari Berlinetta Boxer and
Lamborghini Countach, both of which
cost over £16,000 and have speeds of
I90mph, but there are also mid-en-

gined cars of more modest price, such
as the Lotus Europa and Fiat Xl/9. All
these cars are two-seaters, for the chief
drawback of the mid-engined layout is

that there is not room within the wheel-
base for four seats as well as the engine.
If the engine were mounted transverse-
ly, as it was on the Lamborghini Mittra,
it might be possible to have two rows
of seats, but so far no designer has
attempted it.

HISR4NG-5UIZA

Napie

One of the sadder aspects of the world
of motoring inWhy are there fewer recent l ,,-

makes of car today
' tLeni 5 edrfi has

than before? been the dis-

appearance of
once well-known makes of car, and
the general shrinkage of variety of
makes. In 1922, America had nearly
200 different makes of passenger car.
but by 1939 the figure had shrunk to

17, while today there arc only four
major groups, selling 15 brand names
between them. There arc several reasons
for this decline; as mass-production
got going, it became more and more
difficult for a car manufacturer to make
a profit unless he also went in for large-
scale production. In the early 1920s a
few thousand units per year might be a
viable figure even in America, but by
1930 anything less than 20,000 was dan-
gerous ground, and 10 years later the
figure was nearer 40,000. This did not
apply so much to makers of sports and
luxury' cars, which is why more makes
survived in Europe, but other factors
were at work too. At the beginning of
the motor age almost every country
tried its hand at car-making, but gradu-
ally smaller countries like Belgium and
Switzerland found that it was easier to
import, or to assemble, foreign cars
than to make their own designs for a
limited market. Belgium had more than
15 makes in 1920, and only one by
1939, although there were plenty of
Fords, Chevrolets and Citroens being
assembled in the country,

Another trend which has killed off a
number of makes in recent years is the
merging of several companies, Riley be-
came part of the Nuffield Group in

1938, which in its turn became part of
the British Motor Corporation in 1952

A selfcaron of the badges of csrs which have now gone out of

production due IO the standardization invoked in m ass-

prod uccion tech nlq ties.



and then British Leyland in 1968. From
being a highly respected individual

sporting make, Riley became increas-

ingly like Morris, Austin or Wolseley,

and the final model, the Elf of 1962,

was little more than a Mini with a

different radiator grille- This practice

has become known as 'badge engineer-

ing', for the only significant difference

between makes lies in the badge, British

Leyland decided that the prestige oJ

Riley was not even worth the different

grille, and in 1969 they dropped the

Riley name. Other makes have dis-

appeared because of national financial

troubles, such as those which hit Aston

Martin towards the end of 1974. How-
ever, Britain still has more makes than
any other country, thanks to the efforts

of enthusiasts who build individual cars

in small numbers. An interesting ex-

ample of this is the Panther company
of Wcybridge, Surrey, who make cars

of pre-war appearance, but using the

latest materials and powered by Jaguar
six- or twelve-cylinder engines. One is

an open two-seater sports car known
as the J-72, and another is a luxury

saloon looking raLhcr like a 1930 Bug-
atti, called the De Ville. This has a

TV set for the rear-scat passengers, and
costs nearly £22,000.

How Cars Work

Both petrol- and steam-engines de-

pend on the same
What is the internal-

.
;

- i

combustion engine? U** S le principle.

that when a gas

expands rapidly, cither through heating

or explosion, it exerts a great pressure

which can be used to drive a piston

down, The essential difference between
the two engines is that in the steam-
engine the gas (steam) is heated outside

the cylinder where the work is being

done, and is admitted 'ready made' to
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the cylinder, whereas in the petrol-en-

gine the explosion takes place inside

the cylinder, hence the name internal

combustion.

To produce an explosion in the cyl-

inder two essen-
what essentials ere tials arc needed :

needed for on ,
. ,

internahcombustion a Sas which can
ongjnetowork? be ignited easily,

and a spark or
flame to ignite it. (Not all engines need



a spark; in the compression-ignition

engine, commonly called a Diesel, the

pressure of the gas is sufficient to cause
an explosion.) In some very early inter-

nal-combustion engines ordinary coal

gas was used, but all modern engines
use a mixture of air and petrol. This is

mixed in a device known as a car-

buretter. Early ones were known as

surface carburetters. In these, air was
drawn across the surface of the petrol

in the fuel tank, or sometimes bubbled
through the liquid. This was dangerous,
because if the ignited mixture was
blown back the carburetter caught fire.

As there might be several gallons in it,

the whole car would be ablaze in a
moment. Also, the petrol splashed
about and spilt if the car jerked or
went down a steep hill. So the surface

carburetter was replaced by improved
types in which the fuel tank was quite

separate from the mixing device. Mod-
ern carburetters use various forms of
spray. One or more jets send a line

spray of petrol into the mixing cham-
ber where it meets air drawn from out-
side, Often an air filter is provided to

stop dirt from entering the carburetter

and clogging it,

Diagram to show how she four-stroke miernaE'CQnihusHon engine works.

induction stroke
Inlet valve open allowing air-fuel

mixture into cylinder.

IGNITION STROKE OR POWER STROKE
Sparking plug producing spark ignites
mixture, so farcing piston down and
producing the driving force to run
engine. Both valves closed.

COMPRESSION STROKE
Mixture being compressed.
Both valves dosed.

EXHAUST STROKE
Piston rises to top of cylinder

after power stroke, so dispel ling

used gases etc. via exhaust outlet

which Is now open.



The mixture is admitted to the cylin-

der by a valve, known as the inlet valve,

and compressed by the upcoming pis-

ton. The next step is to cause an explo-

sion. This is done by a spark provided

by a battery and coil, which feed elec-

tricity to a sparking plug mounted in

the cylinder head. In some very early

cars ignition was by a platinum tube

placed on top of the cylinder, and
ignited to white heat by a small petrol-

fired burner. This crude system was
soon replaced by electric ignition, and
indeed some of the earliest cars, in-

cluding the Benz, used electric ignition

from the start.

Once the mixture is ignited, the force

of the explosion
Wh«t is the four- „,,„l h„ (L
stroke cycle? pushes the pis-

ton down, and
when it returns it forces the burnt

gases out of the cylinder through the

exhaust valve. The complete cycle of

operations has four stages, hence its

name four-cycle, or four-stroke engine.

To recap, the stages arc as follows:

(1) Induction: the mixture is drawn
into the cylinder by the descending

piston.

(2) Compression: the piston rises and
compresses the mixture into a very

small space.

(3) Explosion (Power Stroke): the

mixture is ignited by the spark, and
expands very quickly, forcing the

piston down.

(4) Exhaust: the piston rises again,

driving the burnt gas out through
the exhaust valve, and thence

through the exhaust pipe to the

open air.

Note: we have talked about the piston

rising and falling because most car en-

gines are mounted vertically. However,
there are some, such as the Volkswagen
‘Beetle

5

,
in which the cylinders lie

horizontally. The principle of opera-

Cylinder* arranged in a V-formation in a slx-cy lindtr engine.

don is exactly the same.

Early engines had only one cylinder,

but these ran roughly, for there was
only one power stroke for each turn of

the engine, and two- and four-cylinder

engines were soon introduced, al-

though singles were used for very small

cars and motor-cycles, and are still

seen today on light two-wheelers. The
first six-cylinder engine came in 1903,

and, later, eights, twelves and even

sixteens were made, some of the eights

and all twelves and sixteens having the

cylinders in V-formation to avoid too

long an engine. Today most small

family cars have four-cylinder engines,

with in-line, or occasionally V-6s, for

the medium-sized cars, and V-8s for

large cars such as Rolls-Royce and
most American cars. There are a few
V- 1 2s such as the British Jaguar and
Daimler, and the Italian Ferrari and
Lamborghini,
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W e have seen how the pistons move

Whatlaacrankahaft?
UP and d°wn

,

in

the cylinder, but

this motion has to be turned into a
rotary one, so that the engine can drive

a revolving shaft leading to the rear

wheels. The pistons axe linked by con-
necting rods to a very strong shaft

known as the crankshaft. This is built

in such a way that the vertical motion
of each rod is converted to rotary

motion, turning the whole crankshaft

(see diagram).

The position of the crankshaft \n relation to the re&t of the ear.

Obviously it is very important for the

What Fa a camshaft?
e?™nt runi 'inS
of the engine that

the valves should open and dose at

the correct times. This is controlled

by the camshaft which is a straight rod
with small raised ‘bumps’ or cams at

intervals along it. As the shaft turns

they push the valves open against the

action of a spring. When the cam drops,

the spring automatically closes the

valve. The timing of a camshaft is a
very important part of keeping the

engine running well. The camshaft is

driven from the crankshaft either by a
chain or a train of gears.

Diagram af the in rnlalion. eq the rest of the car.



Why do oars need
radiators and oil?

There are two other essential as-

pects of a petrol

engine: cooling

and lubrication.

The explosions in the cylinders generate

great heat which has to be dissipated

by blowing air over the cylinders, or,

more usually, by passing water through

specially designed passages around the

cylinders. The water would quickly boil

unless it were cooled, so it is passed

through a series of honeycomb-shaped
tubes known as the radiator. This is

mounted at the front of the car, where

the cooling air rushes through it. Some-
times, in very hot weather, or when the

engine is working hard as in climbing

mountain roads, the air does not cool

the water sufficiently. It then boils, and
the driver has to stop until it has cooled

down. Early cooling systems were auto-

matic. The water rose naturally to the

top of the radiator, and was replaced

in the engine by cooler water from the

bottom of the radiator. This was called

the thermo-syphon system. Modern en-

gines have a pump driven from the

crankshaft. Air-cooled engines such as

Air and water tooling systems,

the Volkswagen’s have a fan which
directs a flow of air over the cylinders.

No radiator is needed, so there is no
danger of boiling in summer or freez-

ing in winter.

The second vital point is the lubrica-

tion system. There are many moving
parts in the engine which would quickly

generate great heat and wear each other

out if they rubbed together. If, how-
ever, a very thin layer of oil separates

them, the heat generated is much less.

The layer need only be .001 inches

thick, but it must cover the whole sur-

face, and the flow must be kept going

at all times. On all modern engines the

oil is pumped under pressure to the

crankshaft bearings and other vital

places. The oil is kept in the sump at

the bottom of the engine. It is used

over and over again, but must be re-

placed occasionally, as it becomes
mixed with carbon, dirt and other

impurities.

COOLING FAN WATER PUMP
DRIVEN VIA BELT.

AIR COOLING

COOLING AIR

WATER COOLING
RADIATOR WATER CIRCULATING

AROUND CYLINDERS.

FINS TO
dissipate

FINS ARE ALSO USED
OCCASIONALLY
ON CRANK-CASE



Unlike the steam-engine which works

L with the sameWhy do cars have ,-p -

gear-boxes? efficiency at any
speed, the inter-

nal-combustion engine works at its best

when turning quickly, However, it has
to move the car at a variety of speeds
Irom a few miles an hour, when starting

or reversing, up to 150mph or more in

the case of a fast sports car. Some sys-

tem has to be found to vary the ratio

between the engine speed and that of

the wheels which actually move the car,

so that, when starting, the engine can
turn fairly fast although the road speed
is very slow. This is done by a gear-box
in which gear-wheels on a main shaft

driven from the engine mesh with other

gear-wheels of different sizes to give

the different ratios, Most small-en-

gined cars have four forward ratios,

while larger engines can make do with

three. A large engine is said to be more
"flexible’, meaning that it works well at

a variety of speeds, so gear changing is

less necessary than with a smaller unit,

The gears cannot be changed while the

main shaft is being driven from the

engine, so there is a series of plates

called a. clutch which disengages the

drive from the engine while the changes
are being made.

NEUTRAL SECOND

REVERSE

BOTTOM
TOP

The sliding pinion gear-box, as the

conventional system is called, wras in-

vented by Emile Levassor of the Pan-
hard et Levassor company in 1891.

Even then he was not particularly satis-

fied with it, saying “C’est brutal, mais
Qa marche” (It’s crude, but it works).

Ever since Levassor’s day people have
been trying to find an alternative to the

gear-box. An ingenious system used on
many of the cycteears was known as

friction drive. This consisted of two
discs in contact at right angles, one
being driven from the engine, the other

driving the wheels via chains or a shaft.

If the edge of the latter was slid across

the face of the former, the gear ratio

varied, with top speed being obtained
when the second disc was nearest the

edge of the first. The system worked
well so long as the cork surface did not

develop flat spots, but it was only suit-

able for transmitting fairly low power,
and could never be used on large cars.

Its heyday was from 1905 to the early

1920s.

How the gear-box operates- Most small engined cars have four

forward gears and one reverse, but larger engined cars can

make do with three forward gears and one reverse since

larger engine? work better at a greater variety of speed?

making gear changing Imj ncteSsury.



Thfc first motor-race* the Pari 5- Rouen Trial. 1093
, The contest attracted 21 entries

Including a iceam-bus and was more a demonstration of new vehicles than art actual race.

Motor Sport

As soon as a few cars had been made
their builders nat-

When were the first ti
Wflrltpf4 in

motor-races held? Urafly WaiUetl lO

test them against

each other. There was an unofficial race

between two steam carriages in America
in 1878, but the first official motor con-

test was the Paris-Rouen Trial of 1894.

This attracted 22 entries, including a

steam-bus. It was not strictly a race, as

the prize did not go to the fastest car,

but was more in the nature of a demon-
stration of the new vehicles. The first

proper motor-race was held in 1895,

when competitors had to drive from

Paris to Bordeaux and back, a distance

of 732 miles. Again 22 competitors

started, 15 with petrol-engines, six

steamers and one electric-car. The
winner was Emile Lcvassor whose Pan-

hard averaged 15mph. After this the

Automobile Club de France organized

a major race each year, always increas-

ing the distance covered, culminating

in the Paris-Madrid Race of 1903.

A total of 179 cars and 59 motor-
cycles started in this event, but so many
drivers and spectators were killed that

the race was stopped at Bordeaux, and
the cars were not even allowed to return

home under their own power. They had

to be towed by horses to the railway

station and put on a train for Paris. In

1902 an important event took place in

Belgium, where the first circuit race

was held
;
competitors had to cover six

laps of 53 miles each, thus setting a

pattern for all subsequent motor-races.

After Paris-Madrid, no more lown-to-

town races were held.



.

Apart from the A.C.F.’s town-to-town

races, the most

KEEl?* important events

were the Gordon
Bennett Races, in which teams of three

cars from each country took part. As
more and more car makers wanted to

take part in racing the restriction of

three cars per country grew more an-

noying, so in 1906 the A.C.F. organized

a new event, open to as many com-
petitors as washed to take part, so long

as the cars conformed to a maximum
weight limit of l,000kgs. This event

was called the Grand Prix (Big Prize),

the first of thousands of races to bear
this name, Because France had the

earliest motor industry, most of the

important early races were also held

there, and until 1J?2 1 there were no
other Grands Prix, though there was
an American Grand Prize, In 1921

Italy organized a Grand Prix, and in

NSW CARS C

The first Grand Prix, Before l?2S, these compEtiti-ons

were all held in Franet. Now they takn place ell over the

world.

1925 Belgium followed suit, so from
then on the French event had to be

called the French Grand Prix to dis-

tinguish it from the others. Now there

are about 14 Grands Prix held each

year, all over the world, these being the

venues for the World Driver's Cham-
pionship, the most important prize in

motor-racing.

What was
Brooklands track?

In the early days of the sport Britain

lagged behind the

continental coun-

tries in motor-

racing, one of the reasons being the

20mph speed limit on all roads, which
no local authority would alter, even for

one afternoon’s racing. When Britain
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A Formula One ra.ce- In chess races chers is a limit set Qn tha engine capacity of iha can chat enter, SincB I9&S. the limit has

been 3 hires.

had to organize the 1903 Gordon Ben-

nett Race, a privilege resulting from
her victory in the 1902 event, the race

had to take place in Ireland. One man
who was saddened by this state of

affairs was H* F, Locke King, a Surrey

landowner who had a large estate at

Weybridge. He not only wanted to see

motor-racing in Britain, but also rea-

lised the need for a track where cars

could be tested at speeds higher than

20mph! So, at his own expense (over

£150,000) and on his own land, he built

a concrete-banked track with a lap

distance of 3£ miles. It was opened in

the summer of 1907, and soon attracted

car enthusiasts from all over England,

and from abroad also, for there was
nothing like it in Europe. Although the

French had straight roads and no speed

limits, they could not rival the smooth
surface of Brooklands, and because it

was a circular track it could be used for

tests (and, later, races) of up to 24
hours. In fact, before racing ever

started, S. F. Edge drove a Napier for

24 hours on the track, at an average

speed of nearly 66mph. Innumerable
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races, long and short, were held at

Brooklands, from 1907 to 1939, with

only an interval of 6 years caused by

the First World War, Alas, its use as

an aircraft factory during the Second

World War damaged it so much that

it was never reopened for racing, al-

though the remains of the track can

still be seen from the railway between

Weybridge and West Byfleet. Other

countries imitated Brooklands, Amer-
ica with the Indianapolis track opened

m 1909, and France with Montlhery,

near Paris, opened in 1924.

Between the wars motor-racing ex-

panded greatly in
what ij Formula °ne

variety and popu-

larity, but the

most important events were always the

Grands Prix, which attracted the top

drivers and the fastest cars. The first

Grand Prix had imposed a weight limit

of l,000kgs, and since then there have

nearly always been regulations of some
kind concerning the cars which take

part in these races. For safety reasons

the regulations have usually been de-



signed to prevent the cars from being

too fast, but as the organisers reduced
the size of the engines, so designers

made them more efficient, with the re-

sult that speeds did not decline for long.

From 1919 to 1921 engine capacity was
limited to 3 litres, from 1922 to 1925

to 2 litres, and from 1926 to 1927 to 1£
litres, yet a 1926 R-litre Talbot was
faster than a 3-litre Fiat of six years

earlier. After World War II smaller

classes of racing became popular, so

the Grand Prix cars became known as

Formula One cars, and this name has

tended to replace the older term in

recent years. Today’s Formula One has

been in existence since 1965, and re-

stricts engine capacity to 3 litres. In

1957 the first Formula One cars ap-

peared with the engine behind the

driver, and by 1961 a complete revo-

lution had taken place, with no front-

engined cars being seen on the Grand
Prix circuits.

behind the driver, which later spread
to bigger cars. Tn 1950, 500cc racing
was officially recognised by the F.l.A.

(Federation Internationale de TAuto-
mobile), and given the name Formula
Three. Among drivers who began on
Formula Three cars and later became
world famous were Stirling Moss and
Jack Brabham. Since the 1950s there

have been several changes in Formula
Three regulations, and today’s cars are

larger and more expensive than the

Cooper 500s. For less well-off enthu-
siasts there are Formula Ford and
Formula Vee, the former for cars

powered by 1600cc Ford engines and
the latter for Volkswagen engines of
1300cc or 1600cc (Super Vees). Even
cheaper than these are the Formula 750
cars, originally intended for Austin
Seven engines, but now mainly using
Reliant units of 750cc. Most of these

cars are home-built, and can cost as

little as £500, but exciting racing can
be had with them.

Grand Prix racing has always been an
expensive busi-

Are there cheaper __M „„ -i i

forma of racing ?
ness, available

only to manufac-
turers and to the very richest private

entrants. Today most manufacturers
have to rely on sponsorship from non-
motoring sources such as cigarette or

perfumery firms. Cheaper forms of rac-

ing have nearly always meant smaller

cars, from the single-cylinder voitur-

ettes (light cars) of pre-1914 days to

today’s Formula Ford and Formula
Vee cars. One of the most significant

forms of cheaper racing appeared just

after World War II, when some British

enthusiasts built very light machines,

mostly powered by single-cylinder

motor-cycle engines, restricted to 500cc

capacity. The Cooper was the best-

known and most successful, and set

the fashion for mounting the engine

Besides circuit racing there are many
. ,

, _ forms of motor-
sport held on

rough surfaces or grassy fields. Among
these are trials, autocross and rallycross.

In trials, cars cl imb a very steep and often

muddy hill one at a time, whereas in

autocross they race two at a time over
a circuit which may include grass and
loose gravel. Beginning in the 1950s as

an 'unofficial sport’, autocross is now
recognised by the Royal Automobile
Club and has its National Champion-
ship. Over 30 meetings are held each
week-end in Britain, attracting crowds
of several thousand to the bigger ones.

Autocross cars vary from ordinary

saloons like the Ford Escort to speci-

ally designed machines with four-wheel-

drive and four-wheel-steering which are

useless for anything but autocross. One,
Tony Fisher’s Bufi-Mowog, had two
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engines, a Mini Cooper at the front

driving the front wheels, and an 1100

at the rear for the rear wheels.

A variation on autocross is rally-

cross in which four cars compete at a

time. This was introduced for a T.V.

programme when the 1967 R.A.C.

Rally was cancelled because of foot-

and-mouth disease, and was so popular

with viewers that it was made a regular

part of the motor-sport calendar,

though always with T.V. in mind. The
cars are more conventional than in

autocross, and well-known racing cir-

cuits such as Lydden Hill and Croft

are used.

When did rallies

begin ?

The essential difference between rally-

ing and racing is

that the former

is held on public

roads with only short sections (called

‘special stages’) on which out-and-out

speed trials are held. Nevertheless it is

on these that the overall winner is

decided. The first rallies, although the

word was not used then, were touring

demonstrations of the motor-car, such

as Britain’s Thousand Miles Trial of

1 900, in which the cars visited the main
towns of Britain, as much as anything

to demonstrate the new inventions to

people who might otherwise have little

AutDcross. In autocross* cars ra<C Ewe at a lime over a circuit which may In-dudfc grass *nd 1Mse gravel.



A moeor rally, faille* are tieEd pn public TOads with only short seccSons on which out-and-out Spend trEaU are held, It is on
Ch«c h however, that the overall winner ]s decided.

:

chance of seeing a motor-car. The first

competitive road event was the Her-
komer Trial, held in Germany from
1905 to 1 907, which consisted of a road
section of about 500 miles, a speed hill-

climb, and a level sprint at the finish.

As well as the trophy, the winner had
the privilege of having his portrait

painted by the organiser of the trial.

Sir Hubert von Herkomer, who was a

well-known artist! The Prince Henry
Trials of 1908 to 1911 were organised

by Prince Henry of Prussia, younger
brother of the German Kaiser, and
attracted some very sporting cars such
as the Vauxhalls and Austro-Daimlers
described on page 14. The first actual

use of the word ‘'rally
1

came in 1911

when the first of the famous Monte

Carlo Rallies was held. It attracted

only 23 cars, but by the 1930s the

entry list ran to 300, and there were
starting points from such distant cities

as Glasgow, Lisbon and Athens. At
this time the ‘Monte’ and other rallies

were decided on the road section, but
increasing restrictions have led to the

greater use of special stages, usually on
private land such as forests, and the

road sections have become merely
touring intervals between special stages.

Once synonymous with the word rally,

the "Monte’ has become less important
in recent years, giving place to such
events as the R.A.C, Rally, Swedish
Rally and Finnish Rally of a Thousand
Lakes.



Car Oddities

The great majority of cars have had
three or four

wheels, but from

time to time in-

ventors have tried to make a cross be-

tween car and motor-cycle, in the form
of a two-wheeled car. The most am-
bitious of these was the work of a

Russian, Cornu Peter Schilowsky, who
designed a two-wheeled car for the

Wolseley company to build, in 1912.

It was powered by an ordinary engine,

and to keep it balanced when station-

ary there was a gyroscope driven by the

engine, which absorbed only l,25hp,

the rest of the power going to the rear

wheel. When the engine was running

the gyrocar could stand perfectly sta-

tionary, and one could even stand on
the side of the car or step into it with-

out disturbing the balance, When the

engine was switched off the gyroscope

ceased to rotate, so small auxiliary

wheels, like the stabilisers on a child’s

bicycle, were lowered. Schilowsky’s

gyrocar was a large machine, seating

six people, but its inventor claimed

that it needed much less powrer than a

four-wheeler of equal size. There were

other two-whecJed cars made, but they

were less complicated, relying on their

forward speed to keep them upright.

None was really successful commerci-

ally, as they were always more expen-

sive than a motor-cycle, and hardly any

more comfortable.

Sdlllowsky'l car wai this most ambitious attempt ac making a

cress between a car and a motor-cycle—a two-wheeier car

It was built by the WoIs&EeV company in 19(2,

SCHLLOWSKY'S CAR

Aeroplanes were developed at about

the same time as
Why was the motor-cars, and
propeller-driven car - .

not a success? sometimes the

same engineers

were interested in both forms of trans-

port, so it is hardly surprising that the

idea of a car driven by an aircraft pro-

peller was brought up. It sounded at-

tractive, for it would do away with all

the complications ofgear-box, propeller

shaft and powered rear axle. Several

types were built in the 1920s, chiefly in

France, The Leyat was open, the Trac-

tion Aerienne was closed, and both

seated two passengers in tandem, as in

a light aeroplane. Power came from an

air-cooled engine driving a four-bladed

propeller, from which the public was
protected by wire-mesh and a metal

hoop around the circumference. Unfor-

tunately several shortcomings appeared

when the cars were tested
;
the noise



The Leyat was an attempt to combine developments in the

aeroplane with those in the car. It was a car driven by an

aircraft propeller and was built in Franco in the 1910s.

Unfortunately It had many shortcoming* so the Idea was

dropped after a number oF years.

level was much higher than on a con-

ventional car, and acceleration was

much slower because there was no
positive contact between the power unit

and the road. This does not matter so

much with an aeroplane which has a

long runway, but for constant stopping

and starting such as a car needs it was
a serious drawback. Also the advan-

tage of engine braking enjoyed by all

conventional cars was lacking, so the

brakes would have had to be that much
more powerful. After a few years the

airscrew-cars were dropped, and have

not been revived since.

Many inventors have dreamt of a car

which could
Which cars could go

t
i em , a ii v

on land amt water? tr^ el equal jy

well on land and

in water, and at least 20 different de-

signs have actually been built, between

1906 and the present day. They varied

in appearance, but most looked rather

ungainly on land as they had to have
a boat-shaped hull, below which the

wheels projected. On land they drove

in the normal way, and in water a screw

at the rear took over. The amphibious
Jeep, and its German equivalent the

amphibious Volkswagen, were used in

large numbers during World War 11,

and in 1961 an amphibious car actually

went on sale to the public. It was the

Amphicar, also German but powered
by a British Triumph Herald engine.

With a four-seater body, it was capable

of 70mph on land and 6| knots in the

water. One crossed the Channel from
France to England, but on the whole

it was not safe in any but the calmest

waters, and production ceased in 1968

after about 3,000 Amphicars had been

made.

This amphibious car actually went on sale to the public In

l%l. it was a German model but powered by a British

Triumph Herald engine. It was Capable of doing 70 in.p.h- on

land and knots in water,. Because it WU only safe In the

calmest af waters, however,, product ion was Stopped in I9&G.
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The Future

Until fairly recently, forecasts of the

future of car design spoke of ever-

increasing speeds, certainly for sports

cars, but this is no longer a proba-

bility. Almost every country in the

world has an overall speed limit now,
usually of 80mph and often less, and
this, combined with the shortage of
petrol which became dramatically evi-

dent at the end of 1973, has made the

ultra-fast car pointless if not downright
anti-social. The fastest cars on the road
today are the Ferrari Berlinetta Boxer
and the Lamborghini Countach, both
Italian and both planned just before

the energy crisis hit the Western world.

Their maximum speeds are estimated

at between 190 and 200mph, but it is

almost impossible to find anywhere
where these speeds can be achieved.

Already both Ferrari and Lamborghini
are concentrating on smaller sports

cars, and when their two ‘super-cars
1

come to be replaced it is most unlikely

that their successors will be as fast or

as powerful.

Equally, it is unlikely that the ultra-

light mini-car will make an appearance.

The typical car of the immediate future

is likely to be a family saloon of be-

tween one and two litres’ capacity,

perhaps with a larger body than seems
appropriate at the moment, since eco-

nomy rather than performance will be
the overriding consideration. Above
this size there will be a dwindling num-
ber of high-performance and luxury

cars, although there will probably still

be a market for a very small number
of top-quality cars. It is significant that

when Rolls-Royce brought out their

Camargue model it was more expen-
sive and luxurious than their other

models, not less.

Second only to economy in the car of

What h, an EL.S.V.?
the future is Likely

to be safety. Until

a few years ago safety was never stress-

ed in advertisements as it seemed to

appeal only to the timid buyer, but

lately there has been a growing concern

Some experimental cars and ears at the future. The typical ear of ihn Immediate future la likely to be 3 family saioon oF bstween
I and 2 hires capacity sin eg, as petrol becomes more expansive, economy rather than pErfarmance will be ihe first consideration.



in most countries for the safety aspect

in car design. Many of the larger com-
panies have built one or more E.S.V.s

{Experimental Safety Vehicles) in which
a variety of devices are incorporated,

E.S.V.s always look heavy at the front

owing to their energy-absorbing bump-
ers

;
other features include bodies

strengthened against crushing, and par-

ticularly protection from the engine

shooting back into the passenger com-
partment. Scat-belts are fitted as a

matter of course, and experiments have
been made with air bags which expand
almost instantaneously in front of

driver and passenger to protect them
from crashing into the windscreen. Un-
fortunately the rapid increase in pres-

sure caused by the expanding bag may
cause ruptured eardrums, and it is un-

likely that the air bag will go into

regular use. Although companies have
spent millions on their E.S.V.s, and
have exhibited them at motor-shows,
none has gone into production because
the expense would make even the

smallest two-door saloon cost over

£2,000. Nevertheless, ideas from
E.S.V.s have been incorporated in

production cars, as can be seen in the

energy-absorbing bumpers, capable of

withstanding a 5niph crash with no
distortion, of the Volvos and most 1975

American cars.

Faced with the shortage of petrol, and
also the pollution

elect rhe-^ars°r(rturn 7 Prob!emS that tUc

internal-combus-
tion engine poses, many inventors have
considered a return to the two motive

powers popular at the beginning of

motoring, steam and electricity. No
steam-cars have been made for sale for

nearly 50 years, but development has

been proceeding quietly, and the prob-

lem of slow starting has been almost

overcome with the latest designs of
flash boiler. The American millionaire

Bill Lear has spent some S1 1 million

developing various steam-cars includ-

ing a four-wheel-drive BOObhp racing

car for the 1969 Indianapolis Race, and
a pursuit car for the California High-
way Patrol. However, the racing car

was not ready in time, and the High-
way Patrol car proved too expensive

to develop to the point where it could

be used with confidence.
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A car being c«tecf for Safety by staging a mock erwh and using a dummy In the plate of the driver,

A typical «r-testing dummy, showing the photographic markings on the head, face and ocher Injury area*.

The electric-car, with its silence and
cleanliness, has seemed a very attrac-

tive proposition for town work, and a
considerable number of experimental

models have been made over the past

10 years, A good example is Ford’s
Comuta which seated two adults and
two children within a very short wheel-

base; four 12-volt batteries gave it a
range of 40 miles at a steady 25mph.
When it was announced, in 1967, it

was stated that with other, more ex-

pensive batteries, more than 40mph and
a greatly increased range would be
achieved. Unfortunately such batteries

would have made the car so expensive
that it would have found hardly any
buyers. Despite many experiments, a
cheap, powerful and long-lived battery

has not been found. Thus the owner of
an electric-car can have reasonable per-

formance (up to 35mph) over a reason-

able distance (40-50 miles), or improved
performance at the expense of a dras-
tically reduced range, and it is this

drawback that has prevented public
acceptance oJ the electric passenger
car. When they were testing the Com-
ma, Ford executives found that a sud-
den burst of acceleration at traffic

lights on the way to work might mean
that they were stranded on the way
home. Another factor against large-
scale use of electric-cars is that the
thousands of charging stations neces-
sary would increase the country's elec-

tricity demands beyond any possibility

of meeting them. It ah comes back to
the basic, inescapable problem: that all

motor-vehicles need energy to propel
them, and this energy can only come
from two minerals of which there is a
dwindling supply, coal and oil*

.Vi



The Law and the
Motorist

Motorists have always been subject to

What was the 1303 !?
WS fW* u™

Motor-Car Act? the whole, they

have found irk-

some. These began, as we have seen,
with the Red Flag Act of 1865, and up
to the early 1900s laws were mainly
concerned with speed limits. By 1903,
however, there were enough cars on
the road for Parliament to think that
further laws were necessary, and these
were embodied in a comprehensive
Motor-liar Act, which came into force
on January 1st, 1904. Among the wel-
come parts of it was the raising of the
speed limit from 12 to 20mph, but other
parts included compulsory driving lic-

ences and registration numbers for

cars. The latter seems reasonable to us,
but was very unpopular with certain
people who resented having to carry
numbers like a common hackney cab’.
Also the number plate made it much
easier for the police to trace a car which
had been seen speeding. Another pro-
vision of the 1903 Act fixed a minimum
age for driving a car at 17 years, which
is still in force today. Before that, some
children of 12 or 13 drove themselves
to school, if they were lucky enough to
be given a car!

Although driving licences were com-

When did driving
teats begin?



A car being tested for the HOXThll Mlt> first made law In

I960* is 3 way of ensuring chat all fiiri over three years old

are roadworthy, Brakes, iFgbtinj, steering,, and the condition

of the bodywork are all tested.

land to pa ss any form of test until 1935.

Then the M inistry of Transport intro-

duced a rest involving reversing, turn-

ing in the road and general driving,

which was basically the same as that

used today. Britain was in fact very

late in having a compulsory driving

test; in France it was introduced

in 1893, when there were only a hand-
ful of cars in the country. Early French
licences were valid only for the make
of car in which you had passed the test.

The Hon. C. S. Rolls passed his test in

1898 on a Panhard, and when he bought
a Mors three years later he had to pass

another test. With growing numbers of
makes, this rule was soon abolished.

Many countries have more severe driv-

ing tests than our own; in Canada, a

written examination is required, and in

Russia candidates have to show some
knowledge of repairs and how a car

works.

For a Jong time the police have had
the power to ex-

What is the 'M.O.T.' f
test 7

inline c&r tor

its condition, and
to prosecute if it is seriously unroad-
worthy, but it was not until 1960 that a

law was introduced in Britain requiring

all cars over 10 years old to undergo a

compulsory test. The main points tested

were brakes, lighting, steering and the

condition of the bodywork. The tests

were carried out by order of the Minis-

try ofTransport (hence the nameM ,O.T.
test), but could be performed by any
garage licensed for testing. The law is

still in force, and the age limit has now
been reduced to three years.

GLOSSARY
belt drive: a system of driving the rear

wheels by leather belts instead of by
a propeller shaft to the rear axle,

chain drive: similar to belt drive, but
using chains, either a single one to

the centre of the rear axle in light

cars, or two to the wheels in heavier

cars and commercial vehicles,

cc: cubic centimetres, the unit normally

used for measuring the volume of
cylinders in the engine. The volume
of each cylinder is obtained by the

formula nra
/i, where r is the radius

and h the depth, and multiplying this

by the number of cylinders gives the

total capacity of the engine. Larger
engines are usually measured in

litres (1 litre = l,QQ0cc).

hp: horsepower, the unit used for

measuring the power output of an
engine. In England and America
horsepower was calculated on the
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. Linder bore (diameter) only, and
>-: did not bear an exact relationship

: : the size of the engine, even though
. ars %\ ere frequently named after their

_:cd horsepower (Austin Seven,

M . rris Eight and so on). Today
-i:ed horsepower has been aban-

j >ned. and the expression blip (brake

r. : rsepower) is used to describe the

actual power output of an engine,

rhis Joes not necessarily have any

relation to size; a 3-litre engine as

;.;sed in a Ford Granada may de-

vdop 140bhp t but a Formula One
racing car engine of the same capa-

city may develop 450bhp.

limousine: a closed car with a glass

partition between the driver, usually

a paid chauffeur, and the passengers,

litre: see cc.

mpg: miles per gallon, the measure of

fuel consumption of a car. In Euro-

pean countries this is measured in

litres per kilometre,

mph: miles per hour, the normal mea-
sure of speed of a car. In European
countries this is measured in kilo-

metres per hour,

propeller shaft: a revolving shaft which

transmits the power from the gear-

box to the rear axle,

rpm: revolutions per minute, the mea-
sure of speed of the engine. This is

not necessarily directly linked with

road speed, as an engine may be

revving fast, but if the car is in

bottom gear the road speed will be
slow.

saloon: a closed car for four or more
passengers, with two or four doors.

Sports saloon is a loose term for a

high performance version, usually

with only two doors. The American
name for saloon is sedan,

tourer: an open car for four or more
passengers. Those for two passengers

were usually called simply two-
seaters.
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